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Preface to the Series

The RIKEN BNL Research Center (RBRC) was established in ·April 1997 at Brookhaven
National Laboratory. It is funded by the "Rikagaku Kenkyusho" (RIKEN, The Institute of
Physical and Chemical Research) of Japan. The Memorandum of Understanding between
RIKEN and BNL, initiated in 1997, has been renewed in 2002 and again in 2007. The Center
is dedicated to the study of strong interactions, including spin physics, lattice QCD, and RHIC
physics through the nurturing of a new generation of young physicists.

The RBRC has both a theory and experimental component. The RBRC Theory Group and the
RBRC Experimental Group consists of a total of 25-30 researchers. Positions include the
following: full time RBRC Fellow, half-time RHIC Physics Fellow, and full-time, post
doctoral Res.earch Associate. The RHIC Physics Fellows hold joint appointments with RBRC
and other institutions and have tenure track positions at their respective universities or BNL.
To date, RBRC has -50 graduates of which 14 theorists and 6 experimenters have attained
tenure positions at major institutions worldwide.

Beginning in 2001 a new RIKEN Spin Program (RSP) category was implemented at RBRC.
These appointments are joint positions of RBRC and RIKEN and include the following
positions in theory and experiment: RSP Researchers, RSP Research Associates, and Young
Researchers, who are mentored by senior RBRC Scientists. A number of RIKEN Jr. Research
Associates and Visiting Scientists also contribute to the physics program at the Center.

RBRC has an active workshop program on strong interaction physics with each workshop
focused on a specific physics problem. In most cases all the talks are made available on the
RBRC website. In addition, highlights to each speaker's presentation are collected to form
proceedings which can therefore be made available within a short time after the workshop. To
date there are ninety-nine proceeding volumes available.

A 10 teraflops RBRC QCDOC computer funded by RIKEN, Japan, was unveiled at a
dedication ceremony at BNL on May 26,2005. This supercomputer was designed and built by
individuals from Columbia University, IBM, BNL, RBRC, and the University of Edinburgh,
with the U.S. D.O.E. Office of Science providing infrastructure support at BNL. Physics
results were reported at the RBRC QCDOC Symposium following the dedication. QCDSP, a
0.6 teraflops parallel processor, dedicated to lattice QCD, was begun at the Center on February
19, 1998, was completed on August 28, 1998, and was decommissioned in 2006. It was
awarded the Gordon Bell Prize for price performance in 1998. The next generation computer
in this sequence, QCDCQ (400 Teraflops), will become operational in the summer of 2011.

N. P. Samios, Director
July 2010

*Work performed under the auspices of U.S.D.D.E. Contract No. DE-AC02-98CHI0886.
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Introduction

Understanding the structure of the nucleon is of fundamental importance in sub-atomic
physics. Already the experimental studies on the electro-magnetic form factors in the
1950s showed that the nucleon has a nontrivial internal structure, and the deep inelastic
scattering experiments in the 1970s revealed the partonic substructure of the nucleon.
Modern research focuses in particular on the spin and the gluonic structure of the
nucleon. Experiments using deep inelastic scattering or polarized p-p collisions are
carried out in the US at the CEBAF and RHIC facilities, respectively, and there are other
experimental facilities around the world.

More than twenty years ago, the European Muon Collaboration published their first
experimental results on the proton spin structure as revealed in polarized deep inelastic
lepton-nucleon scattering, and concluded that quarks contribute very little to the proton's
spin. With additional experimental and theoretical investigations and progress in the
following years, it is now established that, contrary to naive quark model expectations,
quarks and anti-quarks carry only about 30% of the total spin of the proton.

Twenty years later, the discovery from the polarized hadron collider at RHIC was equally
surprising. For the phase space probed by existing RHIC experiments, gluons do not
seem to contribute any to the proton's spin.

To find out what carries the remaining part of proton's spin is a key focus in current
hadronic physics and also a major driving force for the new generation of spin
experiments at RHIC and Jefferson Lab and at a future Electron Ion Collider. It is
therefore very important and timely to organize a series of annual spin physics meetings
to summarize the status of proton spin physics, to focus the effort, and to layout the
future perspectives.

This summer program on "Nucleon Spin Physics" held at Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) on July 14-27, 2010 [http://www.bnl.gov/spnsp/] is the second one
following the Berkeley Summer Program taken place in June of 2009. This program at
BNL focused on theory and had many presentations on a wide range of theoretical
aspects on nucleon spin, from perturbative-QCD calculations to models, and to the first
principle lattice calculation. It also had a good number of summary talks from all major
experimental collaborations on spin physics. The program facilitated many discussions
between theorists as well as experimentalists. With five transparencies from each
presentation at the Summer Program, this proceedings provides a valuable summary on
the status and progress, as well as the future prospects of spin physics.

The organizers:

• Elke-Caroline Aschenauer (BNL)
• Jianwei Qiu (BNL)
• Ernst Sichtermann (LBNL)
• Werner Vogelsang (Univ. of Tuebingen, Germany)
• Feng Yuan (LBNL/RIKEN BNL Research Center)
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*
On behalf of the Jefferson Lab Hall A and polarized collaborations

Semi-Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (SIDIS) a powerful tool to study

transverse spin and transverse structure of the nucleon.

First neutron single target spin asymmetry measurement in SIDIS using a

polarized 3He target was performed in Hall A at Jefferson Lab. Preliminary results on

the Collins, Sivers and ALT asymmetries are presented. Plan for future precision

measurements of the single spin asymmetry in SIDIS with 12 GeV upgraded

Lab is . longer with an electron

collider (EIC) are shown.

Jefferson t...::t""'lont""'o 1\ ~~"'''''I<I''''i'''n~ DOE Contract No. 77.
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JLab 12 GeV upgrade and spin physics

H.Avakian Jefferson Lab.

A measurement of transverse momenta (PT ) of final-state hadrons in semi-inclusive
deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) ep -+ e'hX, for which a hadron is detected in coincidence
with the scattered lepton, gives access to the transverse 'momentum distributions (TMDs)
of partons, which are not accessible in inclusive scattering. QeD factorization for SIDIS,
established at low transverse momentum in the current-fragmentation region at higher
energies, provides a rigorous starting point for the study of partonic TMDs from SIDIS
data using different spin-dependent and spin-independent observables.

Measurements of the PT-dependences of spin asymmetries (for PT comparable to the
proton mass Mp and AQCD), in particular, allow studies of transverse momentum (kT )

widths of different TMDs, providing quantitative information on how quarks are confined
in hadrons. The PT-dependence of the double-spin asymmetry also probes the transition
from a non-perturbative to a perturbative description. At large PT (AQC D « PT « Q),
the double spin asymmetry is expected to be independent of PT.

Azimuthal distributions of final state particles in SIDIS, containing information on
both magnitude and direction of the hadronic transverse momentum, are sensitive to the
orbital motion of quarks and play an important role in the study of transverse momentum
distributions of quarks in the nucleon. Large Single Spin Asymmetries (SSAs), appearing
as azimuthal moments of the cross section, have been observed for decades in hadronic
reactions. Since at relatively low PT non perturbative effects are expected to dominate,
SSAs have been among the most difficult phenomena to understand from first principles
in QCD. Two fundamental mechanisms have been identified that lead to SSAs in hard
processes; the Sivers mechanism, which generates an asymmetry in the distribution of
quarks due to orbital motion of partons, and the Collins mechanism, which generates an
asymmetry during the hadronization of quarks.

Measurement of the PT dependence of SSAs will also allow for checking of the predic
tions of a unified description of SSA by Ji and collaborators and for study of the transition
from a non-perturbative to a perturbative description at large PT. Higher-twist observ
ables, such as longitudinally polarized beam or target SSAs, are important for under
standing long-range quark-gluon dynamics. Recently, higher-twist effects in SIDIS were
interpreted in terms of an average transverse force acting on the active quarks in the
instant after being struck by the virtual photon.

Measurements of semi-inclusive processes combined with inclusive and exclusive mea
surements with upgraded JLab will allow to study the quark structure of the nucleon with
unprecedented detail. Significantly higher statistics from CLAS12 data, especially in the
large x region, will also enable the extraction of the x and Q2 dependencies for differ
ent azimuthal moments in a wide kinematic range allowing extraction of the underlying
distribution functions.

19



H.Avakian (JLab) JLab 12 GeV upgrade and spin physics

Transverse structure of lations

What is the shape of kr-distributions?
Can kr-distributions be flavor dependent?

Are kr-distributions the same for different spin orientations?
How spin-orbit correlations change the momentum

distributions?
How big are quark-gluon correlations?

How nuclear medium changes kr-distributions?
What is the fraction of kr-generated in FSI?

How gluons and distributed in

How spin-orbit correlations are related to the
longitudinal structure and nuclear effects?
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TMDs program @ 12 GeV in Hall B
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Summary

-CLAS longitudinally polarized NH3 and ND3 target data
provides superior sampl of events allowing detailed studies of
single and double spin asymmetri using multidimensional bins

Measurements of spin and azimuthal asymmetries with
unpolarized, longitudinally polarized and transversely polarized

~ targets in semi-inclusive processes at Hail-AlB:

-Measure TMDs of partons in the valence region
-Provide detailed info on partonic spin-orbit correlations
-Study quark-gluon correlations (HT)
-Study nuclear modification of 3D PDFs

JLab12 will significantly increase the luminosity, kinematical
coverage and particle identification capabiliti of Hail-AlB
IA......At4ftn Lab 6
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Spin physics with unpolarized protons
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o The PHENIX detector, its upgrades
and assumptions on future running

o Inclusive AN

o Measurements constraining Sivers distributions

o Orell-Van

Measurements constraining
quark transversity distributions

Summer Program on Nucleon Spin BNl 2010
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electron

spin
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Transverse Spin Physics
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• STAR and PHENIX are instrumented near rmu-ramouv

STAR, but present instrumentation
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PT Dependence of Inclusive nO AN
RHIC Runs 3,5,6 FPD
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Status of Collinear PDFs and FFs
(brea butter physics)
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guiding principle: factorization long-distance physics
u-dep. predicted by pQCD

short-distance physics
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DI IDI
task: extract reliable pdfs not just compare some curves to data

II all pdfs &

insights into different \"I-'''''~''''' 11'-'

II needat quantitative nnmvses: PDFs are not 'U''\C~D'''\,I''I'''\IDC''I

II information on PDFs inside complicated
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HERA & unpol. PDFs are known

some spots" an Ere or the

II : needs variable beam energy

& Sel1nl-I,nCUJSI\,e pr"OCE~SE~S

II D'DrTr"n-liAIDt11( "'U"'D"'I~I"'''' tests:

beyond that:

oeoencent PDFs

separation trCIQrr,en'ra1'lon fets

II HERA program in eN scattering at IS terra incognita

observation: data

some properties of Djh(Z#

cotttnear trc]nsltje)n of a parton "i" into
rnr"f'VU''an +."""',......"'...."'. momentum z

recent progress: global NlO QeD analysis

(2007) 114010;

71

on extraction n.III-I"I"V PDFs



good CleS4CMDTIOft of

shaded bands:
our estimate of

LJ'-n.n."unn effects"

jt+

Kretzer's assumption
(1

for
for j't-

smaller than in AKK

SU(2) <

(fixed SIA at

to SIDIS) · compensated

SU(3) violation ~

Ds in SIA
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small (node?)

data

xx
surprising strangeness

(also found in lattice QeD; sizable 5U(3) hrDnltlr,n-;\

Bali et 0811.0807;

x
indications for non-trivial a,u 0
~a 0

flavor separation from SIDIS; on trcomentcnon functions

with
A d/Tt/K

1,

DSSV 08
data sets

numerology:

392.5

DSSV works

no surprises at x

no refit required
1 does not reflect

faithful PDF uncer-rcmnes:

refit

DSSV

o

o

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.4

0.2

-0.2
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included in fitfor an nh~~D""\II"..hID

use of improved Mellin technique allows us to III""IU~~J_

consistently at NLO accuracy without the usual

gene~al policy: NLO must

most promising future avenues to further our knowledge of pol. PDFs

focus on
like

better control on data soon

II rare (prompt photons, heavy flavors)

different of hard of +,..r+1'\1"'I1"71"l~""n'"

III W boson parity-violating single spin asym.metries

neat handle on flavor asymmetries

so our xnowreoee on on fixed

& room

II small x region: crucial for all sum rules spin", t\ Bjorken",

II flavor ~""",,,",,,.,,,,,,,,,,,. SV(2) breaking, strangeness largely unt<~nO~lfn

II electro-weak "+..r-,, .......~ J' ~ ... II"I" ....•..., ...,,,

transverse phenomena in

.. issues with factorization Sivers

II role of orbital angular momentum

IJ plus: spin phenomena in
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New Results on SSAs in Collinear Factorization

JianZhou
Temple University

ABSTRACT

oeveiopments in

a 'rh(~Or(~nC(UIY, it is well

that SSAs can be aes(~no~ea in both TMD ....-:lFl·l-n-r1Il7-:lt'nn and Flnlhn£»"3't" ·....-:lFl·l-rn"lll7<::!t·'1nn

us a to

to test the factorization" The

TMDs and collinear functions has

well established.

the unrversahtv of TMD distributions

relation

both

one canWith this

annroacn and the collinear apnroacn in the

the between the TMD

The

evolution of the moment of TMDs

is of its __ 1~"",,_·1-.. n f

distributions in 2D"

well.

DAM and

The first

addresses the

still 1I'V'\,£,"",,.....1T Since

avaJllable in the T'la41.,.. +..,i-'1"",a

which motivated our

transverse SSAs in the cotnnear

r'r"lrlL'''£''I:.:lT' the correlation rU31""IAraClt.n

_n ......'n,' ...... transverse momentum. To these

There

the

tneorencai nremcnon, while an OVn,AT"11rnOlnT..::l1

the measurements of

looked for an alternative

nrooucnon in

SSAs in

SSA in Drell-Yan
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New results on SSAs in collinear factorization

Jian Zhou
Temple I '''''il\lDI'''c.oli"\.1

Brief review .:t",,"u,=, ;:UJUI AC:VlmnUIIl+,.i/illlC! (SSAs)

SSA Ip-->jet
SSA in pp-->W nn~t'tn.<:-<·>I

SSA in Drell-Yan

Summary

coiunecr approachHigher
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The relation between TMDs andcollinear functions SSA in

ColI(l!borafors: Z.

x
J.W.

77

I.
U. M. AJ~[lO et .:u.. z:.UL!'. rn~(",. d. J~ ""l1.0lt \A\lonJ}



Conclusion:

Outlook:

while

SSA in pp-->W UU~Urt~,--71 X

Analytical result
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distribution

79

Conclusion:

T-edd Pi • .,..Insvnlme:.,rv to (1'Yo).



Our result is
One more cross check(NLO real correction)

requires

Conclusion:

This is new type of the
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Gluon

Carl A. Gagliardi
TexasA&M

for the Collaboration

l~aOIl:8rOl - Gluon STAR

Spin sum rule:

oq(x)

( S P) = 1 = 1 AI:
z 2 2

Proton spin

81

StAKsDlln program:
determined

components of the proton



orientation
a fill with little

STAR
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is consistent with NLO

cross section also consistent with NLO
• Many other examotes
• pQCD works over a very broad kinematic range at RHIC en4~rgles

Carl ( 8

Data Me
I
Z«
W

(!) • Seed energy = 0.5 GeV

«
:E
~
Q. • ::;PUttllnclimeraU1Q f=O.5

STAR
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cross section 2006 data

vc;AI\'''''..Uc;ALIVII after
h,.,. r«III"_,.,.i..,.,.,.·h_n and event correction is

1-11 V'UUvLIVII is well understood 200 GeV

and
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Run 9 inclusive jet ALL sensitivity

l,HnIlHrnl-l:lllunn Pelarizatlon with STAR 16

9

-o.~4~rl~~~~-J Would have been ±0.02 
0.03 with FoM =6.5
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~aallaral - l:::,IUOn Polari7ation lAJrith STAR

STAR ,..."I"V'.h."""'''rt

extend the measured region to lower

STAR
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Boyle (RBRC)

•

• Experiment as 2009
• Gluon LJ_I_"'I~'_+I'~_

- Results
- Limitations

- Future and measurements

• Sea
- A first result

- Muon

• Conclusion

Kieran Boyle Summer Program on Nucleon

87
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gluonaccess

[DSSV].
distributions not as well know for sea

from DIS due
experiments
~ to p+p for

• Sum Rule:
1
2

•

Kieran Boyle Summer Program on Spin-July 19,2010

Summer Program on Nucleon Spin-July 19,2010

Longitudinal'yt-----t__-+--_---t_--+ r--__--I

Polarized
RHIC Runs

Kieran Boyle
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RPC prototype

on Nucleon Spin-July 19,

Summer Program on Nucleon _-..··..··_· ..,·..·19,2010

0.04

0.02

-0.

-.-. GRSYstd.(AG-0.24)

••• GRSVAG=O

GRSVAGa-1.05

Run-5

• Run-I
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Summer Program on 2010

Summer Program on Nucleon 19,2010

for a more constrained x range,
with less statistical

in MPC (3.1<1111<3.9)
- Different to

different x ranges

• Run 11 and
New

Kieran
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.. ..;. ..

IiDEnjllllelimilllli5~,iIlDli.H5 :, i, :"":

production

Nucleon Spin-July 19,2010

• DIS:
- Valence quark

distributions well
determined

- Flavor sel)ar'ate~a

• SIDIS:
Can access in semi
inclusive DIS

on traornentatron

Kieran Boyle

• Non-zero asymmetry found
statistical

• Not corrected
• In future,
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a cross section

.. .. ....

, :','.' ~liilll 1!~lIellaliBIIs . ,::·u >.~::,~>

a 10 week 500 GeV run next year,
and first look at AL in the forward region
- Can make measurement if ootanzanon is -50%
- Main is S/8

Boyle Summer

• Cross
described

• A number of channels have been measured which can constrain
ilG
- 200 and 62.4 GeV data have been used DSSV, and

sig"ific:antly constrain AG in the x range
extend the covered x range with measurements 500 GeV

- Correlation measurements will allow better oetermmauon of AG as
a function of
VTX and FVTX will

• With first 500 GeV run,
as\rmnnetlrv has been I I 1"-:;;ClI~'LJlI L.\,-I

uocraces for will
AO<]'t,c.naI uocraoes will

Kieran Boyle Summer
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•
~ Lorentz eXPc3nSU)n of the
• birth

functions

~ Convolution

.. Soft factors

~ Evolution and Sudakov form factors
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hI
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As for a Oth

~ asSUml)!IOI1S

~ Issue: role ofcharm in

• favored vs. unfavored

• evolution not needed the ratio

• then we are left with aone variable fit

• No convonJltlon

... J::\If'\llIti.f'\n understood
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14-27,

The structure of
th nucle n
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Lepton Tensor

lu · IS
SpinPiane

Lepton Tensor H. da ron
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Brookhaven SummerProgmmor;NucleonSpinPhysjcs ,,,: ':;fj:gm~:snr.m sptn' , -, , -, ", , <', , ,~"; <;- "':';"': ';2 .,"
Krzysttof Kurek: '',- ~ ~,' " -, ','," " ,,~ , -, , 'i

III



COMPASS in muon run
NIMA 455

350
• 180

• TI, K, Pseoarauon
2,

to 50
v Brookhaven SummerProgram on NuCleon Spin Physics ~Qrnp'ass onspin ", -, , , ' '4', ' ,,'

, v' ,,' <, ,; ,'; '" ,;', ,KlZY;~f Kur~k ' " '<: " " -, '

112



<,~,L'~~ P~~_'~um~~"t6g(am'OifNUdedn<SPln~yst6'$' ~V', "~m~~;on~pfn, ',,' ' ,:, " 6'
v:uJr (;' ': ~<~ ~:~,;'< ;'~: ' s ,~,,', , 'J'»~~of K~r.$~ -> ,'~, ,'''', '> ' , ' ,,', ' "
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DIS and SIDIS

Future

BrOOKhaven SummerProgram onNucleonSpinPhYS1CS i." \'O~~<~ ~in ',",' , "" ,', ' '" ,': ',:'," ",', "v \,",' .1; ",' ',:
I<JtYscztof Kurek , <-,: :' ',>: f,,'.; -, ",' < ", ~',,', N ~ ,,' " ,';' " ~, ','
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Introduction Heik;:lvj d~$tribMti.Orm Htighii):t nadro'f)$' uiSiGtrOtn OpeO*thiJID T(atiSV&r~ ,pPYStOS Future
'x,,~o.~ " j'~tl~Q~ , -x /; <QQOOOCOOOOQ ,Q:?Q.QQQOQQoQ.OOOOOOOO\;G OOC$:l\O{)OOOQOO v- Qti.I , " ' H';'

t\);"!";",;L:;r:':;:,';:::\:,';',:~"";:~~~<'~~'~~~~',, <, ,,<, , ' ,/ ;,<;;~>'!: :;:, ,

-;"..;-.--...... ~---:;;..------

>1

, VcIlJ' -." I, n ,II. J deuteron data

DIS events-2007:

BrOOkhaven Summer Program on NuCleon Spin Physics " rirJ. (ir~n " " -, ", '" ';:, " -, ; "a '~ v, ,
Krzysztof Kurek, ~," ' , " , <, v

..... ..~.. ........ ... .... .. ~" .. .. .....:.. .... ....... ....>...... .. »""':.-:
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Hadron spin structure from lattice QeD

Philipp Hagler

Topics:
• axial vector coupling constant,
• moments
of energy momentum tensor

• decomposition of
• TMDsand correlations between "''''''''1'-.'''.

........

see e.g.

by



EM-tensor form factors of the nucleon and fundamental sum rules

q"({J1.iDV } ql --

}U(P)

1_ Jq

Jg - AG)(Lg

o= B~o(O)
q

1 =
q

q

1 ~( +-
2 2 q q

- ~ uq I .-
q

Ph. Haoler, Soln Summer@BNL.

100-"
100-"
00



Lattice QeD calculations of hadron structure

........

L

a{ ~4
~__c ..

--
I .4IIL.

-- U - -I I~-- ..
I ,..r7 ~ I 7\j (P)I

I I I U1 '..L'YI I

t

-- ~ d· -
--

I
I t . .
I . I .

---------------------------------------------

tEucl

"-ALAI ...A'-A....., fields/links U

quarks

quark propagators

"""
~~

-~ ~

" J. t

" .~

~ :~

~) ~t_t,iI1
til ~ IX, r'I

II' -., ,-r,r,
-/ t
~ t~

= vector-, axialvector-, quark spin tlip-, (spin-2) qrsviton-, "spin-nil coupling

1 N
1 [U] ~ N

,

compute the p

det

summereaern.. 07/10

(X]

Ph.



A, B, C - Form factors of the energy momentum tensor

-
~P,6.V

o

~ , ,i4.

0.4

~

0_2

1'
0.2

0_4

.2

~QjO~~~ to
see e.g.

0_8

~ 0
>

0.4

0.6

Ph. Summer®BNL.07/10



..I2 IIIItl ~

Quark spin and orbital angular momentum
~r..q/2

c

JU ~ 0.236 0.006 48% of
Jd ~ 0.002 0.004

Ld ~ ~ 0.185 0.06 36% of 1/2
~ 0.030 0.01 6% of ,1/2

Ph. Summer((i1BNL. 07/10
=3~p+n =



Lattice QCD vs relativistic quark models - QCD evolution
\J\/~"~rn~+~11 Thomas, PRL M.Altenbuchinaer. Ph.H.. 0

(t) (t:) ( ){ ~

4

c;

~

N
N

Ph. Summer~BNL. 07/10



Some comments on the controversy the definition of angular momentum

work in progress

Elliot

London

J
J

J x B)

J
J



Some consequences:
1) Ji Belinfante bel : Burkhardt .I..I.U'lo.U.lU>\J, ouarx-scaiar mouark model:

rnnerences in definitions of
Asvmptoticallv what fraction of total momentum carried

Ji: nf

Chen et

General thesis: not enouzh attention to difference between CLASSICAL and field +h .....

.......
N
~

invariant"

nnn-lneR,1 field "........."......,,,,,.t::'!11

The momentum in theories

Noether construction
O"ono,.Q 11"tT not symmetric under J.l

from classicat Lazrangtan: A

o

momentum operator

J
Independent of



Canonical momentum as ltenerator of translations

commutation relations for

An example of the confusion: invariance of the QED momentum operator

showlTnrarlaTU'''O of no nhvsical significance, covariantly Quantized

Can.
P'' be the total momentum operator.

HCilnf:'iviQf:il"" covariance

J-oi.

Nv..
c

tTO"l"ltTCi_Tl'V""ITltT fieldis thatincomplete. Theexnressions for momentum
exnressions for

the canomcat

Ball AP-



where
For

where

where

Lagranaian, Thus

on it to

But
is thus

one cannot Quantize c his

The nroblem of gluon moment

total momentum into two

a smn orbital

andto define the separate contributionsal:

momentum carried the individual ...... n-r+u'\lr.c and F resncctrverv,

Crucial: it is nusteaasna. and should be written



TU:l'r+1r>I£u:' exchange momentum as result
momentum with n~T''t.1ple)Q

demand that
F respectivelv't't't't'?

but no '\vaywe can check

Uif~nt~~tY'4~n!J an operator momentum carried E, usstrustu» that

4

generate the correct transtormations on

minimal requirement we are forced to associate the momentum of and F with theWe conclude that with
canonical of the relevant """",O'rO,'-""1r'C'

This rnsazrees both Ji et

Similar arguments
versions.

thst the correct identification of momentum operators for E F

The will be discussed elsewhere.
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Drell-Van with an internal target at RH Ie
Jen-Chieh Peng

University Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Abstract

After a brief historical review of the Drell-Van Process (which was
discovered BNL 40 years ago), we present highlights of
several dimuon experiments at Fermilab. The complementarity of
the Drell-Yan process and the DIS as clean tools to probe parton

butions in nucleon and nuclei is emphasized. Recent results
on the azimuthal angular distributions in p+p and p+d unpolarized
Drell-Van process have provided unique information on the size
of the sea-quark Boer-Mulders functions. Dedicated polarized
Drell-Yan experiments. being considered at RHIC, and we
discuss the recent LOI proposing the use of internal gas target.
The prospect of polarized Drell-Van experiments in addressing
some crucial unresolved issues in spin physics is also presented.



DIStoDY

asvmmetrvin Drell-Yan:

Unpolanzed Drell-Yan:

- Double transverse

.

Quarkonium production:

•
•

• PTnnnunv"",,u

•

.....,..." ........... from
1) Drell- Yan :

•
•

•

•



........

u

on



Schedule

Fermllab Accelerator Expenments'l RunSchedule

Typlcelly R.vlsed .Annually. Thla Ver.lon from Octobert 2009

Experime

can also•

•

,.....,.
w
N
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•

•

•

•

•

•
x ]}of

Experimental sensitivities

Measure not the of
the Sivers function also

of the funcion

• UM~~~_~J ''''lI&'''I'''~'''lI&''' "'~8"~""I"'l"Ill •
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Introduction - mo,tIVc:ltlc~n
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QeD

his summarv
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• Protons

• of nucieon mass is due to zeneraten gluon

is a t".t"u"'1'*IfI"'lI',\nl1"""" to

•

remains ~vt'r~rn&lII\J unsansractorv: energy

•

•
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• in to meson &

• is

x
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•
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•

• arises

+

1990/20005

2
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fYIOestablish and articulate the EIC science with
INT2010 WOlrkSl1iOPJ

down-select criteria and review mechanism.

realizable EIC cost
and prepare for the LRP 2013

• A

•

Science Case EIC:

are movma t()W~arCIS rE~aUIZalt1011:

construction:

.;J""I'~II\'..'(,,; or
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A DEDICATED DETECTOR FOR AN ELECTRON.;.ION .......,'-"',,L,IJI.,J.........,....,... ""
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Q2 reach:
electron

detection

energy

• 4

~ up to

~ Electrons at <I 0

Q2 reach:
electron

d tection
• Independent

energy

• 20
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Hadron
detection:

DIS
• Strongly dependent on

~ 250 1T <

• Hi momentum

Hadron
detection:
diffractive

• Easy-to-detect

• Very wide

• Low momentum

I
t

149

RAP~AP e + p
20x250 GeV

DIS

1 10
x· Momentum (GeVJc)

RAPGAP e + p
20x250 GeV
Diffraetive

1 10
x· Momentum (o.V/c)



pIA

........

Interacti

Main detector

•n porn layout

IOOx

Ix ....----



Energy:
Detector design

p 50-250(325) GeV

IOO( 130) GeY.

•

.......
Ul.......



(J)
-c
o
E
I
Z«w
l'
~
(/)
s....--

LL.
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rrame-mnenennent decomnosrtton of nucleon
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xx

J9

sq =
Lq =
S9 =
L9 =

:= 5 q + Lq + 59 L9

J -E
2

JVJiI; x

JIff'
J
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momentumterm

OAM part, which leads

xJ
to include it into

decomposrtion, because

n = =

or
p

e

=
+

+
+

)

=

= ],

) ],

= Tr (
2
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3. Frame-independence nucleon

sl

s) I siP,s)
1

equal-time= 2

s) / siP,s)
1

= -
2

8) /
1

81 8) =
2

= with

= s .» = J.p

be

(v )

boost =

+
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To up, at

with

+

=

+ + +

- (v ,X)

=
= (V+-7A)

One sees

to
DISmeasurement.
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the detail

• M. Wakamatsu, : 1007.5355

not

(re x

(re p)

OAM!

also
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a

• Transverse r ......II......IIII ..,a

lull' 2~Ol

Leonard Gomberg
Pe n St te University

wI Marc Schl Zhon 0 Kang,
Piet Mulders, smita Mukherjee

Effects in TSSAs

• (ja'~2e links-Color (jal~2e Inv.-"T-odd" THD!

• T- d PDFs via FSls Summing the gauge link

-b and k asymm

& model DU114(Un2
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• Generalizing the Generalized Parton Model
1'-LllI'I!Ioo<,~e with Zhongo

Kang

• Universality proof for ~"""IlUII~

.rIII""'...·.""'rII wI Piet
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are real -- need
-QeD interactions conserve
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& 0

Talks of Les Bland and
Matthias Perdekamp

and tree level Phases in hardInt't:"rtl:'lr't:.lln....t:.ll of

e Need strain~e polCllrlze a
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• Going beyond one loop in spectator framework
transverse distortion of T-odd TMDs from FSls as
path ordered Gauge link, factorize into Lensing
function times transverse distortion

• Pheno-Transverse Structure TMDs and TSSAs band
k asymm. An improved dynamical approach for FSI
& model building

"QeD calc

•
• room is factorization

• 3
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By performing a NLO QeD evolution of these PDF, we were

able to obtain a good description of a large of very precise

data on ,Q2), (x,Q2),xFfN ,Q2) and ,),

correspondance with · parameters with physical

significance:

* the four potentials , X Ou' X Od' Xrid,
* the universal temperature

"...,

* b, b, , .
We three additional parameters, A,
~~L~_~ by 3 normalization conditions .

-
u-il=2 d-d==l,

and the momentum sum rule.
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• A new set ofPDF is constructed in the framework of
statistical approach of the nucleon.

• All distributions depend upon

AAAAA_ free parameters, with some physical meaning.

• "I PUT against experimental (unpolarized and polarized)

data on DIS, Semi-inclusive DIS and hadronic processes

are very satisfactory.

• Good predictive power but some special features remain to

be verified, specially in the high region.

• to TMD SIDIS and must

in of the
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• COJnpilIDS()D

(Ii Non-Unrversahtv

• The Wilson line

Process-dependent TMD
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TSS Heavy Quark Production

los

A new'ExperimentalTestof color dvnamlcsin IIClIl U ,",'i,.CII.I.1:::1 1116

An experimentalist's of view

a rm

flow structure

+

+

anti-Charm

A new experimental color coupling
to quark vs antiquark in hard scatterlngsl

to the Ilnt'10r.IUIf'l10'

test the different color counnna

Liu BNl/RBRC: summer 'Work:shop
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TSS inH a Quark Production at LO
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x
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Heav Quark SSA (II) g + --:,.c

Conseouence of different color factors for charm and anti-charm

-o.1~~~~~~
444 ~ 0 1 234

'I
.... 4 4 ..1 0 1 2 3 4

'I

Spin2008

J/Psi SSA: p+p (III)
@RHIC/PH I

• vs Octet channels
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Latest Results of Heavy Quark SSA
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SSA Probe Gluon -...,,..,",.lIIr..

o meson ~.np.p-~Dln Asvrnrnetrv:

• Production dominated by gluon-gluon fusion

• Sensitiveto Sivers distribution

re 0 Ope ar
.. ..
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few Observati ns and Comments
• Twist-3 and Generalized

this workshop!

s ma and Outloo
•

•

•
JI"".IIJlIOit.II energy

- Low energy fixed
Jlab-12

- EIC
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Some comments on the of the transverse anzutar
momentum sum rule

Trueman

I

Backzround and Outline

• Some
Form quantizanon

•
Introduction
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Brookhaven/RBRe Summer Program on Nucleon Spin Physics
- 27, 2010
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